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INTRODUCTION OF KEY PERSONNEL

P1 / P2 YH (Jan – Jun)
Ms Hoe Shu Chen
hoe_shu_chen@moe.edu.sg

P1 / P2 Year Head (Jun onwards)
Mrs Irene Lim - Koh Hui Ling
koh_hui_ling_a@moe.edu.sg

AYH (P1 / P2)
Mdm Sandy Low
HOD / EL
Mr Ong

HOD / MT
Mdm Lin

HOD / PAM & CCA
Mr Khairil

HOD / Math
Mrs Poon

HOD / CCE
Mrs Lim

HOD / Sci
Mr Ng

sandy_low_gait_hong@moe.edu.
sg

HOD / Stud Mgt HOD / ICT
Mrs Loh
Mr Chia

Senior Counselor
Mr Tan

Vice-Principal
Mr Thomas Tham
tham_kine_chuen@schools.
gov.sg

Vice-Principal (Admin)
Mr Boey Weng Yue
boey_weng_yue@schools.gov.sg

School Counsellor
Mrs Vivienne John
vivienne_voon_siew_ken@
moe.edu.sg

AED (Learning & Behavioural
Support)
Ms Nur Afni
nur_afni_mohamed_amin@moe
.edu.sg

AED (Learning &
Behavioural Support)
Mdm Tan Soh Kwan
tan_soh_kwan@moe.edu.sg

AED (Learning & Behavioural
Support)
Mdm Wong Lee Shya
wong_lee_shya@moe.edu.sg
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WORKING WITH THE END IN MIND

St Andrew’s Junior School
Education Model

Junior School
Mission, Vision and Values
Home of Servant Leaders
Who bring Life to the Nations

Real world
Experience
Content
Knowledge
Skills
Values

Community Builders
Holistic
Thinkers

Skilled
Communicators

Exemplary Character
T.R.U.E. W.I.S.E

To Serve the
Coming Days
Waking Hearts
Making Lives

Learn For Life
• Removal of all weighted assessment – no
examinations at P1 and P2
• Focus on acquiring learning dispositions and subject
learning outcomes
• Use qualitative descriptors to report students’
learning in all subjects. Non-academic indicators will be
retained.
• Better enjoy the process of learning and develop
dispositions for lifelong learning.
“Let us prepare every child for the test of life, and not just a life of tests”
PM Lee, National Day Rally 2012

Learning Dispositions
Learning

Examples of Observable Actions

Dispositions

Wonder

a) Participates actively in group and/ or class learning activities
b) Asks relevant questions to learn

Resilience

a) Stays on task and manages distractions
b) Does not give up even when the task is difficult

Unity

a) Uses positive language
b) Works well with others
c) Disagrees respectfully

Excellence

a) Is prepared for lessons
b) Is receptive to feedback
c) Uses feedback to improve his learning

Self-Discipline

a) Follows instructions and rules
b) Listens and take turns to speak
c) Completes and submits homework on time

Subject Learning Outcomes (P1 EL)

Listening

• Listen attentively and follow simple
instructions.

Speaking

• Speak clearly to express their thoughts,
feelings and ideas.
• Follow communication etiquette such as
taking turns, and using appropriate eye
contact and volume in conversations or
discussions.

Subject Learning Outcomes (P1 EL)

Reading

• Demonstrate basic word recognition skills (e.g.
know the letters of the alphabet; able to
pronounce words accurately).
• Read aloud Primary 1 texts (e.g. STELLAR texts)
with accuracy, fluency and expression.
• Understand Primary 1 texts (e.g. STELLAR texts)
and are able to identify simple aspects of fiction
(e.g. main characters and setting).

Writing

• Demonstrate writing readiness and handwriting
skills such as letter formation, placement, sizing
and spacing.
• Write a simple paragraph of at least 3 sentences
to recount appropriately sequenced events.

Subject Learning Outcomes (P2 EL)

Listening

• Listen attentively and identify
relevant information.

Speaking

• Speak clearly to express their
thoughts, feelings and ideas.
• Build on others’ ideas in the
conversations or discussions
respectfully.

Subject Learning Outcomes (P2 EL)

Reading

• Read multi-syllabic words accurately.
• Read aloud Primary 2 texts (e.g. STELLAR texts)
with accuracy, fluency and expression.
• Understand Primary 2 texts (e.g. STELLAR texts)
and are able to identify the big ideas in the texts
and recall sequence of main events.

Writing

• Apply basic spelling strategies using knowledge
about phonic elements and spelling rules.
• Write short paragraphs to recount appropriately
sequenced events, describe details, and use
tenses and connectors accurately.

Subject Learning Outcomes
(P1 Math)
1. Understand numbers up to hundred
2. Understand addition and subtraction
3. Add and subtract numbers
4. Understand multiplication and division
5. Identify, name, describe and sort shapes
6. Tell time to 5 minutes
7. Measure and compare lengths using everyday objects
8. Read and interpret picture graphs

Subject Learning Outcomes
(P2 Math)
1. Understand numbers up to thousand
2. Solve mathematical problems involving addition and
subtraction
3. Multiply and divide numbers within multiplication tables
4. Identify, name, describe and sort shapes and objects
5. Tell time to 5 minutes
6. Compare and order objects by length, mass, or volume
7. Read and interpret picture graphs with scales
8. Understand fractions

Subject Learning Outcomes (P1 MT)
Sem 1
LO1

LO2

LO3
LO4

Description
Listening: Listen attentively to
short, simple spoken content
related to daily life.
Speaking: Speak with correct
pronunciation using vocabulary
and sentence structures from
Primary 1 texts
Reading: Recognise characters
taught in Primary 1.
Reading: Read aloud Primary 1
texts with accuracy

Sem 2 Description
LO1
Listening: Listen attentively to
short, simple spoken content
related to daily life.
LO2 Speaking: Ask and/or respond to
simple questions related to daily
life
LO3 Reading: Understanding Primary 1
texts and are able to identify some
details with guidance
LO4 Writing: Write words, phrases and
simple sentence(s) about daily life
with guidance.

Subject Learning Outcomes (P2 MT)
Sem 1
LO1

LO2

LO3
LO4

Description
Listening: Listen attentively to
short, simple spoken content
related to daily life, identify the
main idea and some details.
Speaking: Speak with correct
pronunciation using vocabulary and
sentence structures from Primary
2 texts.
Reading: Recognise characters
taught in Primary 2.
Writing: Write short sentence(s)
about daily life with some
guidance.

Sem 2 Description
LO1
Speaking: Participate in short
conversation related to daily life
with some guidance.
LO2 Reading: Read aloud Primary 2
texts with accuracy and fluency.
LO3

LO4

Reading: Understanding Primary
2 texts and are able to identify
some details with some guidance
Writing: Write short sentence(s)
about daily life with some
guidance.

Preparing our students for life
ACE Principles in Teaching and Learning
Authentic

Customised

• using thinking routines to

• using boy-friendly

develop thinking

• making connections to real-

world situations /
experiences

• using meaningful and

strategies to enhance
learning

• customised content,

process, product, &
learning environment

relevant content

Embedded Values
• using cooperative learning strategies (Community Builder) to inculcate the following

values and moral character (Exemplary Character):
• TRUE & WISE - school values
• SEL competencies, work ethics, NE values
• subject-specific learning dispositions
Home of Servant Leaders
who bring life to the nations
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Q1: How will my child’s academic progress be
measured if there are completely no examinations
and weighted assessments at P1 and P2?
• Current practices to gather information about students’
learning through checkpoints and daily observations (e.g.
class discussions, in-class work, homework, and bite-sized
tests) will continue.
• The change is that these checkpoints will no longer count
towards an overall result.
• Qualitative descriptors of Subject Learning Outcomes based
on daily observation and the checkpoints instead of marks will
be used to report students’ learning progress in the report
book (Holistic Development Profile).

Q2: What are the criteria for Edusave Merit
Bursary and Good Progress Award?
• Edusave Merit Bursary (EMB) Criteria
–
–
–
–

Singapore Citizen
Consistently demonstrates good learning dispositions
Good conduct
Monthly household income not exceeding $6,900 (or per capita
income not exceeding $1,725)

• Good Progress Award (GPA)
– Singapore Citizen
– Students who do not qualify for EMB but have shown
improvement in learning dispositions within the year
– Good conduct

Q3: What will the new report book look like?

Q4: Will my child be ready for national examinations?
• Even with the removal of mid-year examinations for some levels, the
number of examinations to assess learning is still adequate – 6 in total.
(P3 FYE, P4 MYE & FYE, P5 FYE, P6 MYE & Prelims)

Q5: What kind of Academic Support is provided
for my child?
Pri

Bridging Lessons

1

•
•
•
•

Starts Term 3
For EL only
Day to be confirmed
2-3.30 pm

2

•
•
•
•

Starts Term 3
For EL and Math Only
Day to be confirmed
2-3.30 pm

Only for
selected
students
who need
critical
support

Homework Policy
- Term time: Weekly: 3 – 7 hr per week / abt 30 min – 1 hr per day
- Holiday: Weekly: 1.5 – 3.5 hr per week / 15 - 30 min per day
(for all subjects added together)

Q6: How will classes be allocated?
• From P1 to P2, there will not be any change of
class based on the Primary Education Review
Implementation (PERI) recommendation. Class
size will remain as 30.
• From P2 to P3, since 2020, students will no longer
be assigned classes based on academic ability. They
will be randomly assigned their class. Class size to
change from 30 to 40 per class.
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HOME SCHOOL PARTNERSHIP

MOE’s Partnership Framework Principles

• * Trust is the foundation *
•
•
•
•

Remember the child
Understand our shared responsibilities
Seek common ground
Together, we work towards common goals
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Guiding Principles for School-Home Partnership
1. Students succeed when schools and parents work hand in hand
to support students in learning self-management skills, taking
responsibility and building resilience.
2. Mutual respect and trust forms the strong foundation for
positive engagement between schools and parents.
Relating to
others

Managing self
We want to enable our
Saints to manage their
emotions and actions
independently and
respond to changes as
well as challenges
anchored on sound values
so that they can thrive in
the VUCA future.

Developing good
habits
We want to nurture
our Saints to be selfdirected learners
with good habits and
take responsibility for
their own learning.
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We want to teach
our Saints to be
respectful and
have integrity and
empathy when
interacting with
others.

Working with the
school to know and
support our Saint
We want to develop and
strengthen mutual
understanding, respect and
trust between the school and
yourself for the benefit of our
Saints.
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Managing Self: Develop Saints’ Ownership
& Independence in learning.
Do not rely on teachers to update you on
homework and admin matters.
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Managing Self: Develop Saints’
Responsibility of taking care of their things
Do not bring items to school on child’s
behalf.

Working with the school to know and support your child
We want to develop and strengthen mutual understanding, respect and trust between the
school and parents for the benefit of your child.
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Encourage Joy of
Learning!

Encourage Joy of Learning by
• not over-emphasising academic
performance
• focus on your child’s learning journey,
rather than compare them to others

The most important thing is
CHARACTER…
Each tree is recognized by its own fruit.
A good man brings good things out of the
good stored up in his heart. For the mouth
speaks what the heart is full of.
Luke 6:44-45

Thank you for your support!

